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Quick Hits
You can relax now.
It’s time to down tools
and resume our monthly
meetings, when we can
spend more time talking
about our gardens and less
time doing anything about
them ... a state of affairs
much easier on one’s back
and knees.
Don’t forget to bring
something for the raffle
table. Them’s as brings,
usually gets.

Notes From the Chair
Welcome back everyone! Hope that you had a good summer, and are
looking forward to the new season. We have a number of interesting speakers
lined up for this year. We will also have our usual fun Christmas party and
January dessert extravaganza, and in the spring another edition of our world
famous Beer Bottle Truss show. We will have our plant sales each meeting, with
growers bringing rare and unusual plants for sale, and our raffle, where for a
couple of dollars you get a chance to win some fabulous plants and help us
finance the costs of the meeting. And of course we will have our usual goodies at
each meeting. So we are well on our way to preserving our reputation of being
the lower mainland chapter which has the most fun and is the best fed!
At the district president’s meeting this summer I learned that Fraser South
From the President
is one of the smaller chapters. Thus perhaps each of us could set as a goal for the
new year to invite a friend or neighbor to join us for a meeting or two and share
in the fun, with the hopes of getting them to join the chapter.
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In the garden, it was a peculiar summer. The cool and wet weather we had through most of the early summer
was good for the rhodos, and in our garden we got lots of lush new growth. Then the month of hot, dry weather hit
and we lost, or apparently lost, a number of rhodos from lack of water, particularly those which had been recently
planted. Then in the last few weeks the rains have come back with a vengeance, and the rhodos have perked up
considerably. Unfortunately so have the weeds! Even some of the rhodos I thought the dryness had killed seem to be
reviving and sending up new leaves.
Not much is blooming now. We had a really nice show however from R. auriculatum in early August. This
is a large plant that has taken at least five years to really bloom. The flowers are white and slightly fragrant, so it is a
nice addition to the garden. R. prunifolium and R. cumberlandense, both bright red/orange deciduous azaleas, bloomed
pretty late, and in the greenhouse R. staminium was blooming in August, though the one outside finished much earlier.
This time of year one also sees a few blooms on many of the rhodos, particularly
the smaller ones with just a few flowers per truss, like R. impeditum or R. saluenense.
Rhododendrons form their flower buds in the late summer or fall for the next spring. For
a rhodo with a standard large truss a fall bloom means a flower that won’t bloom in the
spring, and so is not always such a good thing. For the
smaller flowered plants though, a few flowers now gives
a nice splash of color and doesn’t really affect the spring
show very much.
Since not much is in bloom now, it is a good time
to think about how one can use rhodos in the garden
in other ways. I am of the ‘one of each kind lined up in
a row so they can be studied’ type of garden designer,
R. radicans
but for those of more artistic bent there are lots of
opportunities to use the tremendous variety of rhodos
with different characteristics to good advantage.
Consider size for example. Some are very small, like
the plants of R. radicans (which has cute open-faced,
rose-purple flowers) and R. aureum (which has small
R. augustinii ssp.
trusses of light yellow flowers) shown in the pictures.
chasmanthum
These are both at least 15 years old, and are not more
than 6 inches high. At the other end of the scale our plants of R. vernicosum and
R. aureum
R. augustinii ssp. chasmanthum are also 15 years old and were at least 10 feet tall
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A trio of indumented leaves - R. bureavii, R. elegantulum and R. fulvum

when we moved them from Vancouver, and are pushing 15 feet now. So there is a tremendous variation in size, and
with proper planning one can have a series of layers, tall plants in the back, medium plants tucked under them, and
small plants along the front.
Another aspect which is particularly nice at this time of year is the indumentum, i.e. the fuzzy, hairy covering
we often see on the underside (and sometimes top side too) of the leaves. R. bureavii is one of the nicest, with really
soft heavy indumentum which is usually a deep rust red. R. elegantulum is also very nice with similar, though lighter
colored indumentum. Another favorite of mine is R. fulvum which shows the same kind of rusty color underneath that
in this case contrasts nicely with the green, or sometimes blue-green, of the upper side of the leaf. Its indumentum
is short, not fuzzy, but just as attractive. Many of these plants start their new leaves pointing up, so at this time of
year you can see the underside. Planting such a
plant where the evening sun catches the rusty
indumentum can be very eye-catching.

above - R. sinogrande
right - R. tomentosum
R. pseudochrysanthum

		
There is also a tremendous variation in the size, shape, and color
of rhodo leaves, and this can be used to bring variety and interest at this
time of year. Plants like R. tomentosum var. tomentosum, which is one of the
former Ledums, have tiny narrow leaves with clusters of white flowers in
the spring. At the other end of the scale is R. sinogrande with leaves that can
exceed two feet, but which is unfortunately a bit too tender for most of us.
Varieties like R. pseudochrysanthum and R. pachysanthum often have a
whitish indumentum on the upper surface of the new leaves that makes
them stand out among darker leaved varieties. R. thayerianum and R.
makinoi have narrow spiky leaves, which provide an interesting texture.
Some varieties of R. rigidum, and the hybrid R. ‘Conroy’, both have very
R. nipponicum, just starting to add fall colour blue green leaves, which really stand out among the more normal greens.
The Yak
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The blue foliage of R. rigidum shows well
against the red-pink stems and buds

Finally one should not forget
the deciduous varieties which
turn color in the fall. R.
niponicum is an example. The
flowers are insignificant but
the leaves start out pale green,
darken as the summer goes
on, and turn orange or yellow
before dropping in the fall.
So, we usually think of
rhodos as flowering shrubs,
The spiky leaves of R. thayerianum are emphasized
and with proper planning we
by the indumentum still showing on the upper
can enjoy the flowers from
surfaces of the new leaves
February to August. For the
rest of the year however, we can utilize the tremendous variation in plants,
particularly among the species, in the size and habit of the plant, in the size,
shape and color of leaves, in the type of indumentum, and in fall color, to make
our rhodo gardens interesting year around.
Harold Fearing

A botanical print of R. valentinianum
by Carlos Reifel, 1958.
See page 9 for Dalen Bayes’ report from
Under the Tall Trees.

Something large and red from the
Rhododendron family,
at Arduaine Gardens in Scotland.
See page 6 for the second part of Norma
Senn’s report from Scotland.w
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This Month:

From the Editor

Welcome back to everyone.
Having undergone what I maintain was possibly the shortest summer on
record (can anyone actually remember a hot spell longer than 2 days?) it is time
to hunker down and start getting ready for what passes for winter here on the
wet coast.
Which also means it is time to put down your pruners and package up a
few superfluous perennials, or some of those cuttings you took last year, and
bring them in for our raffle table. Or perhaps your summer days (such as they
were) were filled with the virtuous activities of canning, or jamming, or affixing
your rhodo photographs to the fronts of cunning little get-well cards. Whatever
your endeavours, share the wealth and bring something in so we can all admire,
enjoy, and have a chance to take something home won with a lucky raffle ticket.
This month Garth Wedemire will give a presentation entitled “To Mars and
Back Again.” And no matter how mysterious the title, it will be a presentation,
as are all of Garth’s, both reliably informative and visually sumptuous.

Next Month:

Next month we have “The Tree Lady”. Well, actually we have Lucille Whitman, of Whitman Farms in Salem,
Oregon, but she will ever and always be The Tree Lady to us after our first stunning introduction to her at a fall Rhodo
conference in Newport, Oregon: a small slender woman with a recalcitrant Southern drawl, standing at the front of a
room filled with garden junkies successfully emulating the graceful habit of a weeping Katsura.
Lucille has run Whitman Farms since 1980. What began as a small fruit and nut tree adjunct too a larger
bare-root nursery next door, evolved into a full-time production nursery for anything that struck Lucille’s fancy,
including many hard-to-find tree and shrubs. Whitman Farms’ on-line catalogue, while not long on glossy photos
and web mechanics, is a treasure trove of useful and forthright information. What other establishment would dare
to describe the attributes of the gooseberry cultivar ‘Careless’ as “Huge white berry on small dense bush, horrible
mildew.” And don’t you wish they did?
Lucille will speak about landscape choices, and root-control bag technology, and probably others things. You
will be charmed.

The Business Stuff:
The Calendar

Wednesday, September 17

Fraser South Chapter - Garth Wedemire
To Mars and Back Again

Thursday, September 18

Vancouver Chapter - Garratt Richardson
Back Roads of South Central Sichuan, Sprint 2007

Monday, September 22

Fraser Valley Chapter - Bill McMillan
Rhododendron Basics

Wednesday, October 15

Fraser South Chapter - Lucille Whitman
Trees to Make You Smile

Other Duties as Assigned .....

Tea room duties for the September meeting will be handled by Arlene Darby et al.

Tea room duties for the October meeting will be handled by the Joan’s Bengough and McGiveron
Brenda Macdonald
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Up the Garden Path

kK
Scotland, Part II
While it seems like a long time ago now, in May, I was
fortunate enough to have a short holiday in Scotland with
fellow FSRS member, Susan Murray. We visited a number of
gardens, some of which were described in the June Yak. This
article continues the garden tours.
Mid-way through our trip we visited Threave Gardens,
now the home of the National Trust School of Practical
Gardening. As you might expect, it was a very good garden,
and I think, my favourite of the trip. Since this garden is used as a training site, there is a wide variety of plant
material. Typical of all the old estate gardens in the area, there is a large walled garden that is still used primarily as a
kitchen garden with a nice display of espaliered fruit trees and vegetables. There was also an ornamental area with a
long herbaceous border that would be lovely in mid-summer. This garden housed a small, Victorian-style conservatory
containing a collection of tender tropicals, including begonias, fuchsias, gesneriads and orchids. It made a good
place to take shelter from a brief, but heavy rainstorm, the only bad weather we had on the trip. Threave has a good
collection of older Rhododendrons and a nice heather garden. The daffodils and snowdrops were totally past when we
were there, but it must be a glorious sight in early spring.
New gardens are still being developed at Threave, and while we were there, work was underway on a rockery
being built around a new waterfall and pond. One of the gardeners was busy looking for leaks in the waterfall and
adjusting the water flow over the rocks. As well, I peeked around a work-yard hedge and saw an area where students
are being trained in building dry stone walls and fences. For anyone who has visited Scotland, you know these lovely
stone fences are everywhere, and it’s nice to know that knowledge on their construction and maintenance is being
passed on.

Threave Gardens

A Scottish dry stone wall

		
This house and garden were started by the Gordon family in the late 19th century. After the family left, the
house was used as a dormitory and lecture site for the gardening students. We took the guided tour through the house
and the guide had several good stories about what the early horticulture students did to the house when they first
used it as a dormitory. Among other things, a horde of silver was reputedly hidden in the walls of the house. Students
used to knock holes in the walls trying to find it, but fortunately it was a recent National Trust curator who found the
hidden safe with a great stash of silver still intact.
After Threave, we drove to the Isle of Arran to visit Brodick Castle, which has another great walled garden
as well as mature plantings of woody plants. This was the home of the late Duchess of Montrose for whom R.
montroseanum was named. She was an avid rhododendron collector, and is thought to have subscribed to some of the
The Yak
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early plant hunting expeditions. Unfortunately, this past winter, major
rain and wind storms did a phenomenal amount of damage, and many
mature plants, including lots of large-leaved rhododendrons had been
up-rooted. As well, they have Sudden Oak Death problems to deal
with. In spite of the damage though, there was still lots to see. Because
of its warm climate, this garden has a lot of fine southern hemisphere
plants. I’m very fond of blue flowered plants, so I particularly liked
the Chatham Island Forget Me Nots that were in full bloom while we
were at Brodick. The castle tour here is well worth the time and money.
The family has been here for hundreds of years and had lands in both
Scotland and France and the antiques and paintings represent both
countries.
Brodick Castle
We also drove around the Isle, stopping to enjoy the ocean vistas
Chatham Island Forget Me Nots
and countryside. We hiked a short way out over the moors to visit some
standing stones that date back to the same time period as Stonehenge. Another unexpected treat was to find the local
pipe band rehearsing in the local churchyard one evening, so we got to enjoy a free concert.
From the Isle of Arran, we made our way to Arduaine
Gardens. Some of you may have visited this garden during the
Oban conference in 1996 and you may remember that it had been
a cold, late spring. But this past May we hit Arduaine at its peak
of bloom. It’s located in a sheltered area along a loch, so this is the
place to see maddeniis! R. edgeworthia and lindleyi were in bloom
and the fragrance was outstanding. The tree types of Rhodies were
also fabulous here, and things like R. sinogrande, arboreum and
macabeanum easily exceeded 30 feet in height. This garden also has

Arduaine Gardens

Arduaine Gardens

some lovely changes in elevation, and after climbing up to see the view, we headed down hill to find a nice shady spot
to sit by one of the extensive ponds to cool off.
From Arduaine, we took a sometimes hair-raising drive to catch the ferry to Skye. It seemed like every back
road in Scotland was under construction while we were there. At times we had to inch the car past on-coming lorries
and buses on the shoulders of very narrow roads. Fortunately, we weren’t caught in any of the line ups where trucks
and buses met each other and one or the other vehicles, and everyone behind them, had to back up to a spot where the
road was wide enough to allow the other large vehicle to pass. This was one of Susan’s days to drive, so she got “kudos”
for keeping us safe.
Skye is a dramatic island with wonderful ocean views and wild mountains. It is also the home of Dunvegan
Castle, clan home of the Macleods, who have occupied the castle continuously since the 13th century. The last time I
The Yak
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visited, the gardens were being renovated, so it was interesting to see the
changes. There are some nice woodland walks where a number of old
Rhododendron varieties were in bloom. There was lots of R. ponticum
in and around the property, and while pretty to look at, it’s easy to see
why people are concerned about their spread. Dunvegan also has an
attractive walled garden with a formal center bed that was filled with
tulips that were just past their peak. As well, there was a nice rockery
and fernetum here.
From Skye we headed past picturesque Eilean Donan castle,
which most everyone would recognize from postcards. As we drove
through some of the
Highlands we saw
Dunvegan Castle
herds of deer and of
course, the charming
Highland cattle, and sheep, and more sheep. Just for fun, we took
one of the tiny roads that followed a mountain stream instead of a
larger highway. We stopped several times to look at the waterfalls
and enjoy the Primulas and English blue bells. We arrived in
Inveraray, a lovely small town and the home of the Duke of Argyll.
We spent a bit of time wandering around the parkland and gardens
near the house and again, the bluebells were at their peak.
		
From there, it was just a short drive to the Younger
Botanic Garden
at Benmore,
our last garden
stop of the trip.
This is the site
of the “redwood
walk” which is an
“allee” of mature
redwoods that
lines a central
Younger Botanic Garden
green. Talk about
making a statement! The trees were magnificent and we both had
Younger Botanic Garden
pictures of ourselves taken while doing the tree-hugging thing. As
well, mature specimens of many conifers are located throughout the garden. There are good stands of many mature
rhododendrons as well, both older varieties and new
hybrids. Sadly, Phytophthora ramorum is a major concern
for this garden too, so visitors must walk through a shoe
disinfectant before entering the garden. We saw a couple of
the gardeners burning some plants “in situ”, and while we
didn’t ask, we assumed it was as a disease control measure.
From Younger, we headed back to Glasgow, the
airport and home. We didn’t see a fraction of the gardens
available to the public, and we were sometimes hard
pressed to select the gardens to visit. I’d recommend any
one of the gardens we visited, and hopefully I’ll get to go
back again to visit others.
Norma Senn
Younger Botanic Garden
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This past spring, Lori and I had three rhododendrons bloom for the first
time. One of these was R. niveum. Over twenty years ago we had been given a
large R. niveum that was covered with flower buds, and it was a beautiful sight
when in full bloom. But we felt that didn’t count as the flower buds hadn’t
been set here. The following winter froze the plant to the ground. It sent up
some new shoots, but the next winter finished it off.
For several years we
have checked our new R.
niveum for bloom buds
but to no avail. Finally
this year there were two
buds on a low branch
'SPN
on the shady side of the
plant. These produced
6OEFS
full trusses with beautiful
UIF
deep purple flowers with
5BMM
deeper color in the nectar
pouches. We are looking
5SFFT
to a bigger show in years
to come.
We almost missed the buds as they were on a low branch
R. niveum
on the shady side of the plant. Rhododendrons often begin
blooming this way. As to why this occurs, I can only guess that
the limb somehow senses it is not making as much food (due to
the shade) as other parts of the plant and could be sacrificed in
the future. So while it can, that particular limb is more likely to
bloom. This would be a process similar to that in plants that have
been moved, which flower more because of the stress put on them.
The same process probably works with plants that are diseased or
suffer mechanical damage.
We have anxiously waited for R. huianum to bloom
for several years. It is a member of the Fortunea Subsection and
was first brought into cultivation in 1994. We almost missed it
R. huianum
blooming this year, as the trusses were inside the densely leaved
plant. One somewhat open truss had 10 flowers, and the other, 12.
The individual flowers were 2 – 2 ½ inches long and were a light
lavender in colour with darker nectar pouches.
The third plant was R. valentinianum affinity (affinity
meaning the plant is closely related to R. valentinianum but with
enough differences that it will probably be a subspecies or a new
species in the future). This species was first introduced in 1995.
The beautiful dark green foliage is up to 3 inches in length, elliptic
in shape with rounded ends and deeply rugose. The leaf margins
are fringed with long hairs. The foliage alone would justify having
this plant. The flowers are stunning. They are a very deep yellow
and of a thick, very waxy substance. We marvelled at how long the
flowers lasted. The truss consists of 2 – 4 flowers, which are up to
2 – 2 1/2 inches in length. I can only say if you can find this plant,
buy it! 						
Dalen Bayes
R. valentinianum
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